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-,-""., Laser light scattering (LLS), including both angular dependence of the absolute ; I,)

;.:- c;; 1;:, scattering intensity (static LLS) and of the line-width distribution G(r) (dynamic
~'U",;: .;. ~ LLS), were used to characterize two kinds ofpa~ci-chain ~lystyrene (PCPS) micro-

"'J 6j:'.';, c;, latices (latex-1 and latex-2). E~ch PCPS particle contains only a few linear un-
""to, ~t" crosslinked polystyrene chain&."In static LLS. the weight-average particle molar
~ ! ~i"\')(~ ; mass (Mw) was measured; and simultaneously in dynamic LLS, the diffusion coef:-

."~,,1t 't~w:: ftcient distribution was obtained from Laplace inversion of precisely measured
'.- ': ;::; ~1 intensity-intensity time correlation function. Our results reveal that. on average.

.: f "j latex-l and latex-2 contain -13 and -7 linearpol-ystyrene chains. resp. A combi-
, : ..nation of both, staticapd d~amic LLS results enables ~s to calculate the average, --i .
-density of PCPS.. Our results have also shown that the particle density of latex-l and '

late,x-2 are 0.90 and 0.80 g/cm3. respectively, which are lower than the density of '..'
;; , conventional polystyrene latex particles or bulk polystyrene. Our results imply that

'c~"'B) 101 the particle density decreases as the average number of polystyrene chain$ inside
;il.~fl'" ?i the particles decreases.
, "" '..",',. '" \ ...JFi: ,
!", ~}~i'

INTRODUCTION rigidity. This prediction hasbeenconfi~edbyWu et
M icroemulsion polymerization started about 20 ~~ (5). ,

g ( 1 ) Sin th it h be idl The next question is when a PCPS particle will loseyears a 0 .ce en. as come a rap y
d Ii g h fi ld It i kn th t 1 this "unique lower density as the number of polysty-eve op n researc e .s own a narrow y
di trtb t d h ri al 1 tyr (PS) i I t rene chains inside a PCPS particle increases. To an-

sue sp e c po ys ene m cro a ex par-

ti I b d b i 1 i 1 riz ti swer thIS question. we have to establish a reliable
c es can e ma e y m croemu s on po yme a on.

These polystyrene latex particles have been exten- ~et hho pdcp tos dete~ l ine on averag de hth°w d many Chfainth s eac partic e contains an e ensity 0 e

sively used in research and industrial applications.
P CPS 1 I th fi 11 will dpartic es. n e 0 owing we emonstrate aUsually. a conventional PS"latex particle contains '

link d 1 hains Re ently G 0 t l recently established laser light scattering (LLS)many cross e po ymer c .c .u ea.
(2) h ' d th t it ibl t i hain method by USing two different kinds of PCPS microla-

s owe a was poss e 0 prepare pauc -c I
polystyrene (PCPS) microlatex particl~s by a free rad- tex partic es.

ical polymerization of styrene in microemulsion with- LASER LIGHT SCATTERING (LLS)
out adding crossl1nking agent. namely, each particle
contains only a few lipear uncrossl1nked polystyrene In static LLS. the angular dependence of the excess
chains. Unlike conventional polystyrene latex parti- absolute time-averaged scattering lntensity. known as
cles or bulk polystyrene in which a polymer chain the excess Rayleigh ratio [R.,.,(8JI, was measured. For a
occupies only a few percent of its total accessible dilute solution at the concentration C (g/mL) and the
space. as predicted by Flory for a random coil chain scattering angle 9. R.,.,(9) can be approximately ex-
{'3J, the p:olymer chainsinsJde a small PCPS microlatex pressed as (6):

, particle are much conftn~d in space. Therefore. PCPS KG 1 ( 1
)hasah1gp~rdens1ty.However,Qianetal.(4)have Rm~M 1+3(R;>zq2 +2A2C. (1)

predicted that peps has a lower density in compact- u" w

son~th conV!entional polys~ene latex particles or where K = 40r;:2n~(dnldc)2/(NAA~) and q = 41ms1 Ao sin
bU~k'polystyrene (1.05 g/cm ) on the basis of chain (8/2) with NA, dnldc, ns and Ao being Avogadro's con-

stant. the specific refractive lndex increment, the sol-
vent refractive index and the wavelength of light in

.To whom correspondence should be addressed vacuo. respectively. Mw is the weight-average molar
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mass; A2' the second vitial coefficient: and (Rg~~/2, or cally polatized. In our present setup. the coherent
written as R-;, the z-average root-mean-square ra- factor (3 in dynamic LLS is -0.85. which is rather high
dius of gyration. By measuring R.,v(6) at a set of C and for an LLS spectrometer which is capable of doing
6, we can determine Mw. R; and A2 from [KC/ both static and dynamic measurement simulta-
Rw(6)]q-o.c-o, (KC/ Rvv(6)]c-o, vs. q2, and [KC/ Rw(8)Iq-o neously. The details ofLLS can be found elsewhere (7).
vs. C. It is vital in stattc LLS to have a precise value of

In dynamic LLS. an intensity-intensity time corre- dn/dC, since the measured Mw is proportional to (dn/
lation function 012) (t, 6) in the self-beating mode was dC)2. Recently, a novel differential refractometer was
measured, which has the form of (7. 8). designed and constructed in our laboratory (11).

which has been incorporated into our LLS spectrom-
0(2J (t, 6) = (1(t, 8)1(0, 6)) = A[1 + .algI1J(t, 8)12] (2) eter, wherein the laser, the thermostat, and the com-

puter are shaied. This enables us to measure dn/dC
where A is a measured baseline; (3. a pa.rameter de- and the scattered light intensity under identical ex-
Pendin g on the coherence of the detection, t, the delay"" ti t 1 diti th t th a elength correc.,- pe men a con ons so a e w v -

time; and g l!)(t. 6). the normalized first-order electtic '
tt ilimin t d ' )\ on sea e

field time correlation function. For a polydisperse ..

sample. g'!J(t. 9) is related to the line-width disttibution RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
o(r) by ';

;'~T.." Ftgure 1 shows a typical plot of the refractive index
:) , ., ~;;: ' f ~ increment (tin) vs. concentration C for latex-I. The

gl!)(t. 6) = (E(.t. 9)E*(0, 8)) = O(r)e-rt dr (.3) concentration ranges from 6.17X 10-5 to 3.07 X 10-4

0 g/mL and the solvent is deionized water with resistiv-
ity of 18.1 Mfl .cm. The value of dn/dC determinedThe widely accepted Laplace inversion program CON- C from the slope of the fitting is (0.229 :t 0.002) mL/g at

TIN (9) was used to calculate G(.r) from 0(2)(t, 8). Nor- :Cf T = 25°C and >.. = 532nm. which is lower than 0.256
mally. r is a function of both C and 6(10). At C.--+O and mL/g for conventional polystyrene latex particles (5).
8 --+ 0, r is re~a\e~ to the translational diffusion coef- This indicates the density of PCPS is lower than con-
ficient D by r / q -D. D can be further related to the ventional polystyrene latex particles or bulk polysty-
hydrodynamic radius RII by the Stokes-Einstein equa- ,;: '" rene since the refractive index is proportional to den-
tion. RII = ksT/(6TrJ1P) with ks., T and 1) being the ~ sity.

Boltzmann <;:onstant. the absolute temperature and Figures 2 and 3 respectively show a typical angular
the solvent viscosity. resp. and concentration dependence of KC/R.,v(8) for latex-l

EXPERIMENTAL at T = 25°C. For each concentration, the angular ex-
trapolation leads to a corresponding [KC/Rvv(9)]~.

Sample Preparation The extrapolation of (KCIRvv(~)l~ to infI.n1te dilution
leads to (KC/Rvv(8)]~.c-o and further to Mw on the

Two kinds of PCPS microlatex.particles. denoted as basis ofEq 1. The values ofMw of latex-l and latex-2
latex-l and latex-2 hereafter, were made in the Insti- are listed in Table 1. It should be noted that the ap-
tute of Chemistry. The"Chinese Academy of Sciences. parent data noise in Ftgs. 2 and 3 are due to small
Beijing. China.;The ~ompositions of the microemul- ordinate scales. Actually. tbe noise iss~all. Mter
sion for prep~glatex-l and late~-2 are as follows: compating the particle mass Mwoflate~.,..1 andlatex-2
(6.00 g styreneplusO:~Q g sodium dodecyl sulfate ;;J'.
(SDS]) and {5.00,g sw~pe plus 0.24 g SDS) respec- ';enc
tively in 300 gwater..~e microe;mulsionpolymeriza- F;C:.tf 7.20
tion was ca,rried at 70°C for 20 h with potassium
persulfate used as an initiator. After the polymeriza-
tion. most of the stabilizer (surfactant) molecules were ,;
removed by an ion-exchangepro~edure. The particles 't;\ 4.80
are stable ~ water for a few we;eks. Such prepared ,. ~

c

!'; PCPS p~cles can be harvested and completely redis- -
: sQ~ved in THf to form a polyst)'!ene solution. The ~
,.: weight-average molecul~r wetght~of the linear poly- <:1 2.40

styrene:ch~s measured by size exclusion chroma-
tography (SEC) for latex- land latex-2are 1.08 X 108 ten
and 7.24 x 105 g/mol. respectively. ;';;'1:8" 0.00

'~"-'. 3 20...' :~-, 0 .
1D8trumentalOAon ~i

A commercial LLS spectrometer (ALV/SP-150.. Ger-
~any) equipped with an ALV -5000 multi-T digital cor- FIg.. 1. TYpical p~t of refractive Lndexincrement (An) us. con-
relator was used with a solid-state laser (ADLAS centratton(C)for1atex-1 at T = 25°C andAo = 532 nIn. The
DPY425II. Germany; output power -400 mW at >.. = specific refractive Index increment dnldC calculatedfrom the
532 nm) as the light source. The laser beam is verti- least-squaresfttting (the line) Is 0.229 ml/g.
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--.8. i ~f relative dlstribution~dth (,lL2/ D2) of G(D) are also
~ listed in Table 1. The ratio of ~ fR;;.fQr J~tex-l is very
0 close to a theoretical value'of:;(:3/5)1/2 for a uniform
...s 7.50 sPQere. which indicates that)catex-l ahd latex-2 are

~ un~form spQerical particles (12).
0--7.00 Using the val)l~s;?f Mw aridR" listed in Table 1. we
-'--. can calculate the. apparent density of PCPS latex
~ 0 particles by respectively replacing ~e particle molar
J 6.50 0 mass Mand radius RwifuIy1w ~nd R" in the following

-definition:
U
~ 6.00 M = [(4'IT/3)R3p]NA ~~; (4)

0.00 2.50 5.00 7.50 10.00
2 I 1010 -2 Such calculated density values for latex-l and latex-2

q cm are only 0.505 g/cm3 and 0.466g/cm3, much lower
Fig. 2. KCIR.,./6J us. if jar latex-1 at C = 1.86 X 10-5 g/ml at than 1.05 g/cm3 for conventio~al polystyren~ latex
T = 25.C. where 6 rangesjrom 15. to 150.. particles and bulk polystyrene (5), whlcl1 are unlikely

-to be true. These are only apparent denstties be:cause
"bi> "';0. '- Eq 4is valid only for a morfudispersed case. Therefore.

~ we have to conside:rnot only the distributions of the
~ 8.00 particle mass!:!!f) and particle size (R). but also the fact
--that Mw and R" are different averages by their defi-

='0 7,50 nitions.
-In this study. we have adopted a different way to
-calculate the particle density (p). wherein we started
j 7.00 with G(D) instead of D. M instead of Mw and R instead
~ of R". On the one hand. in dynamic LLS, according to
3 ..the deflnition of 1911) (t)!, when t -O. i'
~ 6.50 .,~
rg !g(l)(t)lt-o = (E.(t)E-(O)t-o = f ~ G(r) dr<x(l) (5)

6.00 0
.0.00 O. 0;50 .?"; 1.00

C I 104 ( IInL ) On the other hand. in static LLS. at C -0 and. 8 -0,
c g the net scattered intensity

Fig. 3." [KCI Rw(6J]e-oQ us. C jar lCit~~l; at T = 25.C. where C
rangesjrom1.86 x 10-5 to 9.28 x 1()~5gltnL. (1) <x f~ lw(M)M dM (6)

0
with preVious determined Mw values of indiViduallin-
ear polystyrene chains. we can calculate ~at on aver- whereJw(M) is a differential molecular weight distribu-
age each latex-l and latex-2 particle co~tainS -13 tion. A comparison of Eqs 5 and 6 leads to
and -711near polystyrene-~hains. respec~vely.

Figure 4 shows atypical,measured inten&ity-tnten- f ~ f ~

sity time correlation fun~ti~njor latex-1 at C = 9.28 x G(r) drcx Jw(M) M dM
10-5 glml and 8 = 20., G(r} can be obtained from the 0 0
Laplace inversion o(the measured time correlation
function. From G(r), we can calculate the z-average or
iinewidth r .=~ G(r)r dfand the distribution width
.IL2 (=:~ G(r)(r- r)2df'). E~erlmentally. we found that J ;O f ~ r 1s independent ofbothC ~d e'-This is understand- G(D) dD<x Jw(M)M dM (7)

able because the particle size is.relativ.ely small and 0 0
the sQlution is dilute. As ~entioned..., r can be con-.
veTted to Dor R", so thatG(r)canbeco~verted into a we have used the fact that r = Dq2 and q is a constant
translational diffusiOn coeWcient dis~bgtio~;g(D) or for a given A and e. Equatton 7 can also be e~ressed as
a hydrodynamicradiusdist~butio~J~!!,), " ,

Figure 0' shows a ~ica1tr~sl~tional dlJ;fu§1on co- f ~ I ~

efficiefit",distrtbution(or lat~x-l at; 8 = 200 and T = G(D)D d(ln D) <X fw(M)M2 d(ln M) (8)
;'25~C..:where\C = 9.28 X ;05 g/mL. The average val- 0 0

"c .,' uesofD [= ~G(D)D dPJ andR;; [= rol(R")R,, dR"J at C
-0 and 8 ~ 0 together With the values of the where d(lnM) <X d(ln R) andd(ln R,,) <X d(ln D) according
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"~,.1; , , .

',-,')"; Table 1. Summary of Both Static and Dynamic LLS Results of Latex-1 and Latex.2 in Water at 25°C.
,

dnldC Mw -p
Sampl.' ~ g7m0/". R,inm DICm2/s RJnm iJ./f2 ~~ ~

.Latex-1 '- 0;229 1.49 X 107 , 15.5 1.14x10-7 22.6 0.055 0.7 0.9

Latex-2 .-0.229 5.44 x108 -1.53 X 10-7 '16.7 0.045 -0.8

, 0.80 the definition of Mw.

~ 0.60 -(Mw)ca/ =f~ Jw(M)~dMl Iiw(M) ~

~ 0.40 ..",;',. :'.:~' ;.:, , 0, °c

:,":-, :.c ;",..':". '~1 = J G(DJDM-1 dMl I G(DJDM-2 dM

a'-"' 0 '.: ::;.':,~;~.t!;~',i':..:: : i',..~,j9 O.

0 0.20 0"
,,""" 000' :",-,~ : :,,;,rf = I , G(DJD d(1n M)

II 'G(DJDM'-1 d(ln M)
" ' , 0.00 0 0

""'i'.:! 0.00 0 -' 10.00 '. 'c' ~
..'! t / ms ':' ~ =f G(D)Dd(lnDJ/IG(DJDM'-ld(lnM)

0 0
FIg. 4. Typical measured tntensiiy-tritensity tIme correlatIon

, jUnctionforlatex-l (C~ 9.28 x lO:-"9I.mLJate = 20oandT = I , II ' ,---~
, ;25.C. = G(D)D d(ln D) G(D)~ld(ln D)

,
" :.- 0 0 :'

", ,j '. c 3

4.00 ( 4
)( k8T ) I' ll ' 00 = "3 1TpNA ~ G(D) dD G(D)D' dD

, 0 0 0
3.00 0 0 (11)

0 v
-." where we have used thatM = (4/3)'7Tp~NA. D = ksTI

e 2.00 (6'7TpR,,) apd R" = R. In Eq 11. (MW)CL can be replaced by

0 Mw measured from static LLS and G(D) can be ob-

0 tained from dynamic LLS. Ther~fore. tl:te only un-

1.00 known parameter p in Eq 11canbe calculated from a
0 combination of the static and dynamic LLS results.

The calculated values of p for latex-l and latex-2 are

0.00 -7 0.71 and 0.68 g/cm3, respectively. Such calculated

1 10 densIties of PCPS latices are still much lower than
-; ,

D /
( 2/ ) conventional polystyrene latex particles or bulk poly-

cm S styrene (known as 1.05 g/ cm3J. This might be partially

FIg. 5. 'f1jpical translational diffusion coefficient dtstrtbution attributed to a larger Intersegmental dIstance in

for latex-l at c = 9.28 X 10-5 g/ml. 9 = 20' and T = 2S'C. PCPS. namely in PCPS the intersegmental crosSing

occurs maInly within one polymer chaIn (i.e.. the In-

,.. trachaIn crossmg) because each PCPS particle con-
to Eq 4 and the Stokes-EinsteIn equation. respec- "', taIns only a few chains. However. In conventional PS

tively. so that Eq 8 can be rewritten as latex particles or bulk polystyrene. the interchaIn

crossing Will be dominant. Since polymer chains have

-.." a certain degree of rigidity. the intrachain crossing

I f G(D)D d(ln D)CX f Jw(M)M2 d(ln D) (9) should be more difficult in comparison with the inter-

" ,: 0 ;' 0 ., chain croSSing. which leads to a larger intersegmental

..',.. ,.. spacing and a lower density. This lower density might

also be attributed to the larger apparent hydrody-
A comparison of the both sides of Eq 9 leads to namic radius. because of the rough surface and trace

,., amoul:lts of surfactant remained on the particle sur-

Jw(MJcxG(D)DI M2 (10) face. It is known that the surfactant layer thIckness (b)

1s -50% of the surfactant chain length (13). Therefore.

Using Eqs 10 and. 4,we can calculate the weight- R should be the difference between R" and b. i.e.. R =

average molar mass of the latex particles aCCOrding to R" -b. m thIs way. on the basis of Eq 4 and R" =
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61T'I}Rn 61T'I} R + b 61T'I} 1 + b/R R NOMENCLATURE

-(kBT/61T'I})(4/3)1TpNA)1/3 -1/3 LLS = Laser light scattering.- t -"- bl A --kr J '2 AI\ 1/3N II l\f ( 12)1 + (41Tp A/3M) PS = Polystyrene.

113 PCPS = Pauci-chain polystyrene.In Eq 12. 1 + b(41TpNA/3M) can be approximated by dn/dC - R f ti index in r t1/3 -e rac ve c em en .1 + b(41TpNA/3M",) because b ~/~ nm which is much (R;)1/2 or -= Z-average root-mean-square
smaller than R = [3M/(41TpNA)) .Therefore, Eq 11

di f gyrati nshould be ra us 0 0 .
A2 = Second-order virial coeftlcient.

(kBT/61T'I})3«4/3) 1TpNA) M", = Weight average particle molar
(M",)ca!= [1 +b(41T N /3M)1/3]3 mass.

PAM = Particle molar mass.
J~ /J ~ fw(M) = Weight average molar mass

G(D) dD G(D)D3 dD (13) distribution.
0 0 r = Line width.

G(r) = Line-Width distribution function.
There is only one unknown parameter p in Eq 13. We D = Translational diffusion coefficient.
can recalculate p from M", and aID) obtained from aID) = Translational diffusion coefficient
static and dynamic LLS. respectively, on the basis of distribution function.
Eq 13. Such calculated particle densities of latex-l -= z-average root-mean square
and latex-2 are 0.90 and 0.80 g/cm3, respectively, as hydrodynamic radius.
listed in Table 1. These values of p are close to previous p = Density.
results on a similar microlatex system (5). It should be (3 = Coherent factor.
noted that p calculated in this way contains -:t5% q = Scattering vector.
error. 1) = Solvent viscOSity.

gllJ(t. 8) = The normalized first-order electric
CONCLUSIONS field time correlation function.

The characterization of two kinds of pauci-chain G{2J (t. 8) = Intensity-intensity time correlation
polystyrene (PCPS) microlatices (latex-l and latex-2) function.
has been accomplished by using a combination of
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